AVENI DETECT

Risk monitoring
and adviser
insight direct
from the
customer voice
Driving automation, transforming insight and
delivering actionable outcomes with the
latest in NLP innovation.

aveni.ai
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Transform risk through
automation and drive
better customer outcomes
Companies typically assess less than 1% of
customer interactions. With Aveni Detect, we turn
that into 100%
Start the journey of embedding Natural Language Processing
(NLP) at the heart of your customer processes. Aveni Detect
uses ground breaking NLP to Identify customer vulnerability,
complaints, conduct risk and adviser performance. It has
three main components:

01.

02.

03.

Our monitoring platform enables
rapid assessment of high risk
interactions that we think you
should take a closer look at. It
explains the risks we’ve found in
the call, allowing your assessors to
review them quickly.

Improve agent performance by
comparing conversations against
best practice and company tone.
Empower agents to self-improve
by giving them access to view
and learn from a personalised
dashboard.

Real Time offers true transformation
of your risk monitoring by deploying
Aveni Detect live at the point of
service, eliminating exposure time.
You can receive insights as and
when they happen allowing you to
react better and faster.

Risk monitoring

Agent Performance
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Real Time
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Risk Monitoring & Vulnerability

Smarter monitoring of 100% of your customer interactions
We take the heavy lifting out of risk analysis by using AI to automate the
identification and assessment of vulnerability, conduct and complaints,
direct from customer interactions.
Our Risk Monitoring solution quickly identifies customer vulnerability, the conduct
and competency of agents and advisers, complaints and financial crime from
conversations. Our monitoring platform doesn’t just flag these risks, we rapidly assess
high risk interactions, highlight the exact point in the call you need to take a look at,
help you understand why it’s a risk and provide you with the next best action, either
post-call or live.
Embed data driven technologies at the heart of your customer processes. Drive down
the cost to serve through the automation of quality assurance and risk monitoring
processes whilst building a novel insight into your customer needs.

Risk Monitoring lets you:
Focus on what matters
Make the most of your agents’ time with insights to
prioritise your team’s activity and focus on the highest risk
interactions. Our monitoring platform doesn’t just flag risk, it
rates it, ranks it and pinpoints the exact place in the call that
assessors need to look at.
Embed continuous learning
Algorithms learn from each platform interaction, embedding
a process of continual improvement. This means model
performance evolves with your business and output continually
improves over time.
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Automate
Boost your monitoring efficiency and
reduce cost to serve by automating
processes and improving prioritisation of
calls to be assessed.
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Agent Performance

Boost agent understanding and performance though
voice-driven insights
Agent Performance helps you build higher performing teams by better
understanding what gold standard conduct looks like, giving you
richer insights into agent performance and offering more meaningful
remedial actions.
Dramatically improve agent
performance by aligning multiple
metrics to agent interaction, identifying
specific traits of conversational
excellence. By comparing
conversations against best practice
and company tone, it allows agents
to view and learn from a personalised
dashboard, taking more control of their
development.
Agent Performance lets you
alert supervisors to challenging

conversations as they occur helping
to identify training opportunities and
to ensure the best outcomes are
achieved for your customers. We
ensure you can accurately determine
the skill in skilful conversation using
metrics around sentiment, overlaps
and pauses, speaking time, clarity,
empathy and language. This means
you can replicate the most successful
approaches to customer interaction
ensuring greater satisfaction and
better results.

Agent Performance lets you:
Gain better insights into what constitutes best in class agent performance
Better serve vulnerable customers
Ensure better customer service and outcomes
Reduce onboarding time
Highlight development opportunities
See emerging performance trends
Introduce ‘Gold Script’ comparisons for regulated scripts
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Real Time

Real time, voice-driven risk monitoring
We believe real time risk monitoring is a game changer for the financial services industry. Firms will be able to
monitor risk and support agents live, by moving from second line control to AI-driven detection and prevention at
the point of sale or service.

Real Time offers true transformation of your risk
monitoring by deploying Aveni Detect live at the
point of service, eliminating exposure time. You
can receive insights as and when they happen
allowing you to react better and faster.
Improve customer retention by supporting
agents dealing with challenging calls , alerting
supervisors to difficult situations and allowing
them to listen in or intervene to provide
corrective action. Real Time can also identify
opportunities for better outcomes such as
customer-type promotions and information.
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Reduce cost to serve through automation and
improve customer experience and outcomes

Transform assurance
with 100% coverage of
customer interactions

Transition risk monitoring
live, dealing with risks
when the happen

Prioritise your team’s
activity by focusing on
high risk interactions

Improve insight and
automated reporting
across core risk categories

Transform both cost
and effectiveness of
compliance

Build powerful insight
and performance plans
through conduct and
competency assessment
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Why Aveni Detect?
Our unique pipeline of NLP capabilities provides clear,
actionable outcomes unlike other speech providers
who only funnel calls.
Our deep learning models are specifically trained on,
and adapted for the financial services industry.
Achieve high quality transcription that’s fully
searchable.
Supervised learning means every interaction leads to
continuous improvement of your solution.
We’re enterprise ready. We can scale with stability
and speed and can integrate into a number of
enterprise systems.
We offer multiple deployment options including
bespoke build, API key or via your existing telephone
or video conferencing platform.
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Case study: Risk monitoring
transformation at leading UK bank
Aveni is working closely with one of the UK’s leading banks to completely transform coverage, speed
and accuracy in its second line risk monitoring capabilities.

Problem

Solution

Results

On a monthly basis, this bank has
>500k client interactions. Even with
a large team of human assessors,
they only have the capacity to
monitor and review less than 1% of
these interactions.

Together, we developed a
bespoke Aveni Detect solution
that delivered machine-based
risk assessment across the full
population of calls. It identified
and categorised vulnerable
customers, complaints, conduct
risk and agent competency.

A key result from the project
was the model ‘test’. Our
models were compared
to the market leader in
speech analytics and human
assessment across a test
set of customer interactions.
Here’s how we stacked up:

Our monitoring tool was able
to rank risks in order of priority,
present the key findings of each
call to the assessor and enabled
a rapid assessment workflow.
We also provided dynamic
insight and analytics across the
population, displaying bespoke
interactive dashboards for agent
performance and analytics.

Having transformed the
coverage, efficiency and
accuracy of second line
risk monitoring, we’re now
embarking on a journey to
deploy Aveni Detect Real Time,
at the point of sale. Running
Real Time eliminates exposure
time, offers agents in-call
prompts and next best actions
and ensures customers are
fairly treated and ultimately
enjoy a better experience.

Their existing process of monitoring
and oversight was slow, time
intensive, and random, with the
monitoring team listening to whole,
often lengthy, client calls. The bank
wanted to test whether machinebased assessment could improve
the coverage and efficiency of risk
monitoring and oversight.
Incumbent speech analytics
was found to perform poorly in
transcription and classification
so the bank turned to Aveni to
explore whether accuracy could
be improved and more meaningful
insight found.
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100%

of calls had
correctly identified
complaints vs. 93%
from market leader

93%

of calls had
correctly identified
and categorised
vulnerabilities vs. 69%
from market leader

100%

correct identification of
vulnerabilities missed
by assessors.
(Assessors missed
vulnerabilities in 20% of calls.)
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Get in touch to learn
how Aveni Detect
can transform the
way you monitor risk

enquiries@aveni.ai
0333 016 5242
aveni.ai/detect

